August 22, 2019

Soul’s Journey Soundbite Database Overview and Basic Instructions
Tom Jacobs, tdjacobs.com

Email tom@tdjacobs.com with questions not answered here or if you find
glitches to be repaired.
Bodies and points included: Sun, Moon, Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Chiron,
Nessus, Uranus, Neptune, Pluto, Eris, Ceres, Juno, Pallas Athene, Vesta, Persephone
(399), Lucifer (1930), Arjunsuri (20300), Eros (433), asteroid Lilith (1181) (labeled “Lilit”
in the database), true Black Moon Lilith (labeled “BML” in the database), and the angles.
In some Soundbites, some asteroids and/or Nessus are left out in the interest of time.
Aspects included: conjunction, square, quincunx, and opposition (termed “opposite” in the
database). This set of aspects describe the kinds of tensions clients seek readings and
healings with me, so I do not use sextile and trines when doing Soul’s Journey
Soundbites.
Number of Records as of August 27, 2019: 580.
Pluto Generations Covered and Numbers of Records for Each as of August 27, 2019:
Cancer
8
Leo
132
Virgo
196
Libra
146
Scorpio
63
Sagittarius
23
Capricorn
12
How Soundbites are Numbered: The Soundbites are grouped together by Pluto generations,
not numbered chronologically by birth date. This is because I knew the database would
be added to over the course of years. When numbering them, the order became mostly
about the dates on which the Soundbites were ordered (i.e., LE114 was purchased and
recorded after LE110).
Confidentiality Issues: These Soundbites are readings for actual people, but they have all
been anonymized both in file name and when I used their names in the original mp3s.
Due to the facts that in Soundbites I do not answer personal questions of the chart holder
and their voice is not present, these files are the equivalent of me picking birth data at
random, making charts, and recording Soundbite mp3s as if for actual people.
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Soundbite MP3 Duration: Originally, Soundbites were intended to be 15 minutes in
duration. I rarely could keep to that time limit, so in time advertised them as 20 minutes
in duration, which I also have not been able to stick to due to the words and ideas that
are always coming out of my Sagittarian mouth. As a result, Soundbite mp3s range from
15 to sometimes 25 minutes.
The first three minutes of each Soundbite are always an introduction to my approach to
Pluto, and have been cut out all of the database’s mp3s to save you time as you listen.
Soundbite MP3 Sound Quality: Soundbites recorded beginning in late 2011 used a
microphone I had on hand at the time that, in retrospect, I see was not the best quality.
Over the years I’ve upgraded my equipment, so you might notice a distinct difference in
the audio quality of some Soundbites.
The Database Default View: Each time you sign into the database, the top of the data sheet is
the default view (CN001, the first record when the data are sorted by inventory number,
will appear as the first row). To save time navigating almost 500 records, you’ll want to
get familiar with searching for particular terms.
Search Terminology:
Pluto sign note: As the unique identifier for each record is based on the Pluto sign, there is
no option to search the database for Pluto sign.

Field You’re Targeting

How to format your query

Pluto House

Pluto in 08
Pluto in 11

Pluto Retro or Direct

Pluto retro
Pluto direct

Pluto Aspects

Pluto square Moon
Pluto opposite Jupiter

South Node House

SN in 02
SN in 12

South Node Sign

SN in Gemini
SN in Scorpio

South Node Aspects

SN conjunct Chiron
SN opposite Mars
SN square Pluto
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South Node Ruler House

SN ruler in 03
SN ruler in 11

South Node Ruler Sign

SN ruler in Libra
SN ruler in Pisces

South Node Ruler Retro or Direct
SN ruler retro
SN ruler direct
South Node Ruler Aspects

SN ruler square Saturn
SN ruler opposite Venus
SN ruler conjunct Pluto

Notes on Searching:
1. To search, click on the text box at the top of the data sheet and type your search term. To
execute the search, hit “return” or click the magnifying glass graphic to the right of the text
box.
Note that there is a separate search box above this, in the page header below the banner
graphic. That box will search the entirety of my site.
2. You can search for only one term at a time, such as “Pluto square Moon” or “SN ruler in
08”. No results will be returned if you search for “Pluto square Moon and SN ruler in 08”.
Your spelling must be exact to return the desired records. Capitalization is not necessary.
Extraneous characters, such as punctuation, mixed in to your search term will not return any
records.
3. If you were to enter “Venus” as your search term, all the records containing that word in
any field will be returned, which will be more than you want. Stick to the guidelines in the
section above.
4. After records containing a search term are returned, you can sort them by clicking on any
of the column headers. This would be useful if, for example, you’re interested in all the
births in 1959 that have Saturn square the nodes. First, you’d search for “SN square Saturn”
and then click on the column header “Birth Year” to organize the results by year, and then
scroll down to view the relevant records.
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Another example would be if you wanted to view all the records with Pluto square Sun and
that have Pluto in the 4th house. First, you’d search for “Pluto square Sun” and then click on
the “Pluto House” header to organize the results by house. Then you would scroll down to
view the records of the charts that have Pluto in the 4th house.
5. When you click anywhere in a row after searching, the full record will be pulled up in a
new view. This can be useful if you want to get an overview of a chart or its details without
having to look at it. (Conversely or concurrently, you can open the chart to view it.)
6. When viewing search results, the chart and mp3 hyperlinks in the rightmost two columns
appear. Clicking on either will open the full record view. Clicking on either link within the
full record view will open each file in a new tab to view or hear.
7. If a field is empty, there are no data. This occurs in two situations:
A. When there is no birth time for a chart and the birth date details and Pluto, SN,
and SN ruler houses are not known.
B. When there is no chart to accompany the Soundbite mp3, and the day, month,
and year of birth are not known.
8. To return to the datasheet after a search, click the small arrow graphic in the lower right
of the page. If you do not see it, use your browser’s “refresh” button and you’ll be returned to
the default view.

Other Information
Field List:
1. Inventory Number: The specific record number, organized by Pluto generation.
2. Chart/No chart: Indicates if the record has an accompanying chart. 32 records do not
have accompanying charts due to a loss of data when a hard drive died a few years
ago. I’ve listened to the Soundbites and made notes of the karmic story elements
before entering them into the spreadsheet.
3. Birth Month: The chart’s birth month, organized by the number of the month so you
can sort chronologically by month.
4. Birth Day: Day of the month of the birth.
5. Birth Year: Year of birth.
6. Gender (M/F): Male or female.
7. Pluto House: The house in which Pluto is found in the birth chart.
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8. Pluto Direct or Retro: Direct or retrograde status of natal Pluto.
9. Pluto Aspects: Conjunctions, squares, oppositions, and quincunxes to Pluto.
10. SN House: The house in which the South Node is found in the birth chart.
11. SN Sign: The sign in which the South Node is found in the birth chart.
12. SN Aspects: Conjunctions, squares, oppositions, and quincunxes to the South Node.
13. SN Ruler House: The house in which the South Node ruler by sign is found in the
birth chart.
14. SN Ruler Sign: The sign in which the South Node ruler by sign is found in the birth
chart.
15. SN Ruler Retro or Direct: Direct or retrograde status of the SN ruler.
16. SN Ruler Aspects: Conjunctions, squares, oppositions, and quincunxes to the SN Ruler
in the birth chart.
17. Chart Link: A hyperlink to view the chart online, if there is one. Around 30
Soundbites do not have accompanying charts due to a data loss a few years ago.
18. MP3 Link: A hyperlink to listen to the Soul’s Journey Soundbite mp3 online. The
mp3s cannot be downloaded.
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